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Inspired by loving memories of Alan M. & Lois K. Turner, who  

valued language, encouraged discovery and fostered creative expression.  



“Sloppy writing often results not just from poor technical skills,  
but from the fuzzy thinking it masks.” 

    
   Norm Leigh, biz writer blog        







“A blog should be like a mini-skirt:  
short enough to be interesting, and long enough to cover the subject.”  





“Eight out of 10 people read headlines. 
Two out of 10 people will read the rest.”  





1. Your – You’re 

 

2. Then – Than 

 

3. It’s – Its 

 

4. Too – To – Two 

 

5. Were – We’re – Where 

6. Their – They’re – There 

 

7. Effect – Affect 

 

8. Weather – Whether  

 

9. Here – Hear 

 

10. Loose – Lose 

 





 

• Jewelry: Jewel + ry  

• Hear: You hear with your ear.  

• Loose/Lose: Loops are Loose. Lose lost an “o.” 

• February: February is cold, brrrr. 

• Government: The government governs us.   

• Kindergarten:  Although –garten in kindergarten sounds like garden, they are not spelled the same.    

• Knowledge: Knowledge is what you know.   

• No one: No one can make this one word.  

• Prejudice:  Think of the meaning of this word when trying to spell it. A prejudice is a pre judgment, so 

remove the –gment and add the –ice.   

• Potato:   Just like with tomato, this word only has an -e when you make it plural, potatoes.  

• Principal:  Your principal is your pal.  

• Quite:  It is quite similar to quiet, except the –e and –t switch places.   

• Queue:  Queue mean to be in line, so just remember a “ue” and another “ue” stand in line behind the q.  

• Quiet: E.T. was quiet.  

• Truly:  Another easy adverb. Just remember it's true, you can truly leave the –e out.  

• Their: The inheritance is theirs because they are the heirs.  

• Tomorrow: Tomorrow I will go with Tom or Row.   

• Threw/through:  He threw the ball through the window.   

• There:  It is here with a “t” in the front. 

• Weather/whether:  Weather is the temperature and atmosphere outside. Whether is a conjunction that 

introduces alternative or possibilities. Example: The weather man tells whether to expect rain or shine. 
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